).
The characteristics of Iowa prairie in terms of vegetation types, structure, and general ecology of the dominant species was the subject of several papers during the 1930s and 1940s (Steiger 1930 , Rydberg 1931 , Weaver and Fitzpatrick 1934 , Hayden 1943 Weaver and Fitzpatrick (1934) state:
In varying the water relations of soil and air they merely bring about changes in the groupings of the dominant grasses and accompanying segregations and rearrangements of the forbs.
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The major grassland types, as alluded to in the above studies, were labeled "Consociations" after Weaver and Clements (1938) Moyer (1953) , Aikman and Thome (1956) , Ehrenreich (1957) , and Kennedy (1969) (1911, 1915, 1925) . Weaver (1930) and Weaver and Fitzpatrick (1932) discuss the role of the major grasses and forbs within the commimity. Steiger (1930) and Cain and Evans (1952) mapped the spatial distributions of several species. They conclude that the principal factors affecting the local distribution patterns of prairie species are as follows: (1) Pohl (1966) for the grasses, Gilly (1946) for the sedges, and Gleason (1952) (Weaver 1954 ). Andropogon gerardi, on the other hand, is a native grass described by Weaver and Fitzpatrick (1934) To describe in greater detail the interrelationships of species in the upland prairie a three-dimensional stand and species ordination treatment was attempted using Orloci's (1966) Curtis (1955) and Dix and Butler (1960) . Kennedy (1969) Sanders (1969) found that the R-analysis of Orloci (1966) Species restricted in occurrence to the potholes and drainage ways of the area were found to exhibit two types of distributional patterns. The first, shown by Calamagrostis Fig. 9 . Aster ericoides and associated species of upland prairie as determined by Cole's (1949) Index, the more lines between the species, the greater the associ- (Curtis 1959 , Greig-Smith 1964 , Kershaw 1964 Tables 3 and 4 were treated using Orloci's (1966) Curtis (1955 Fig. 15 . Two-dimensional ordination of vegetation found at different elevations in the 20-acre study area; 1 = .7-1.2 feet elevation, 2 = 1.3-1.8 feet elevation, 3 = 1.9-2.4 feet elevation, 4 = 2.5-3.0 feet elevation, 5 = 3.1-3.6 feet elevation, 6 = 3.7-4.2 feet elevation, 7 = 4.3-4.8 feet elevation, 8 = 4.9-5.4 feet elevation, 9 = 5.5-6.0 feet elevation, 10 = 6.1-6.6 feet elevation, 11 = 6.7-7.2 feet elevation, 12 = 7.3-7.8 feet elevation, 13 = 7.9-8.4 feet elevation, 14 = 8.5-9.0 feet elevation. were ordinated using Orloci's (1966) Such species are useful as indicator species.
6. Indices of interspecific association were computed for all participating species (Cole 1949) and found to be extremely useful in identifying clusters or groups of species having similar ecological amplitudes.
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